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Decision trees are useful when we encounter difficult decisions.

Difficult because of their scale, their complexity, or the apparently ‘equal’ perception 
we hold regarding the alternatives.
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Decision trees are comprised of two elements:

The choices we can or may make
and

The potential outcomes that occur as a result of the choices.

The may be composed as single choices and outcomes, a series of choices, or and 
interwoven patterns of choices and outcomes much like a flowchart used to design 
processes or software code.
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A simple example of a decision tree composed of merely choices might be the 
examination of a tic-tac-toe game.
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In Tic Tac Toe, whoever goes first will also go last, and therefore must decide carefully 
since they have the greatest opportunity to win.

An understanding of all possible choices can guide your first move.

And if you are faced with a choice after someone else ‘moves first’, you will know how 
to affect the best possible outcome.
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Choice suggests that you have control.

Chance occurs when the outcomes are less certain, or at least less known.

We resort with attempts to measure chance, often in the form of probability rather 
than possibility, when there are multiple paths over which we “appear” to have less 
control, and when we perceive that we may be unable to return to a prior point and 
start over.

In effect, when we want most specifically to move ‘forward’.
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To set up a decision tree with choice and chance, we list all of the outcomes that might 
alternately occur as the result of a single choice.
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There are many checklists for creating decisions trees, and varied approaches based on 
choice and chance.

One of the more direct approaches comes from mathematics instructor George 
Ingersoll.

Decision Analysis with Decision Trees with George Ingersoll
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=A86.JyCcGYBXZ3gALbQnnIlQ?p=Creat
ing+decision+trees&fr=yhs-mozilla-002&fr2=piv-web&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-
002#action=view&id=22&vid=f1ddd4d02ff752b2d89afee83a82abec
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We may choose to apply probabilities first, recognizing that each time there is a 
branch, all outcomes must add to 1.0 or 100% of the possibilities.
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Or you might wish to place values on each of the possible outcomes.

Positive or negative.
Currency
Or some subjective (qualitative scale)

The value might be simple, or it might be complex.

For instance in chess – which we will address shortly – it might be the value of the 
pieces left on the board, or the value of the position held relative to the opposing king, 
or the piece and position differential.
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Working from Right to Left, we calculate probability times value and place it under the 
branch (in purple).

When a choice node merges, make the best choice.

When a chance node merges, sum the calculated results.

Continue from Right to left, until you are in a position to make your first choice.
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The essential element of building and analyzing a decision tree is the structure of the 
tree itself.

How many choices and how many outcomes do you have?

In what order do those choices and outcomes occur?

Where can you insert choice?

How do you measure ‘value’?
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Only when you manage to determine all possible outcomes, or at least outcome sets,

AND

the possible variety of outcomes you seek,

Can you build a decision tree.
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If you don’t care so much about the results,

Then just start moving in a direction.
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Digress to the Philosophy of Choice

Cheshire’s discussion is not about direction, it’s about decision.
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There are some awesome Ted Talks on the Philosophy of Choice.   Ideas that might 
only truly start coming into their own in a world of technology and freedoms that 
allow more of us to consider more than just survival.
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More from Ruth Chang:
• Hard choices are occasions for agonizing.  (fight vs. flight)
• Hard choices, like life, are a puzzle, played in multiple stages.
• Hard choices are not hard because we are stupid, they are hard for qualitative 

reasons.
• Equal challenge – we flip a coin   OR  add something of value to the outcome for 

one choice, and if that doesn’t make the choice easier, then the outcomes were not 
equal in the first place.

Drifters:  don’t exercise your normative power in hard choices, the world writes your 
story.

Mastery:  apply your normative power to make and ACT upon choice.  This ultimately 
improves the entire human condition.
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My comments:  We need a model against which to ACT upon choice – sometimes the 
result is the action rather than the singular outcome or goal.

Barry is a liberal professor of psychology who applies concepts of psychology to social 
theory and social action, and through his concepts to the psychology of current events.
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Sheena Iyengar is a business professor at Columbia University and one of the world 
leaders in the study of choice.

She is totally blind and brings a unique point of reference to the analysis of perspective 
and alternatives.
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Author of such books as Tipping Point and Outliers, Malcolm Gladwell offers unique 
insights into the application of statistics, social change, influence, and understanding 
how humanity makes decisions.
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Ash Beckham is a highly regarded equality activist who applies logic to the process that 
she used to ‘come out of the closet’ toward understanding that everyone faces difficult 
choices, and that all of humanity should be appreciated for our common journey.
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The longer you LIVE, the more experience you have to make choices,
Though if you do not truly live while you are alive – by making choices and taking 
actions – you will not gain experience.

In chess:
White's expected score is 0.55, while Black's is 0.45
Despite that knowledge, you cannot win if you do not play!
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“Unfortunately, it is currently impossible to generate a full 32 piece tablebase for 
chess, as there are more possible chess positions than atoms in the universe. Barring 
some breakthrough in quantum computing allowing all possible positions to be 
evaluated simultaneously, I doubt chess will ever be fully solved by man.” Tbishcel ; 
http://chess.stackexchange.com/questions/2017/does-white-have-an-advantage

Despite all the power of a modern computer, with 64 squares, and 16 pieces of variant 
power and movement limitations on both sides, there is no computer than can 
calculate all of the possible outcomes. If the largest super computer started the 
process today, there would not be a result within the lifetime of anyone now living –
even within the predicted growth of computer power.

What computers can do is calculate the best possible outcome from a given position to 
achieve a desired result.

As Jennifer Shahade suggests in her TEDx Baltimore talk from 2014, it is knowing when 
to stop and take the time to calculate.  Until that point in the game, practice gains 
experience, and experience enables ‘intuition’ to guide choice and counter choice.
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Competitive Chess games have a time limit.   Just like life – although at a different 
scale.

And like projects – again – merely at a different scale.
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An important consideration for decisions trees might not be about evaluating the best 
outcome based on value,

Rather perhaps evaluating what form of choice is more likely lead to a favorable 
outcome of any kind.
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Charles Lutwidge Dodgson (aka Lewis Carroll) proposed an interesting chess problem 
within his book Through the Looking Glass.
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Alice starts as a white pawn, with her goal that of traversing the chess board, 
according to chess rules, to become a queen and thus aid in defeating the red king.

The puzzle has been repeatedly reviewed, solved and discussed.

The most interesting element is the irregular choices of the red pieces, and the effect 
that Alice’s choices and interaction has upon them.

The lesson that Charles was attempting to teach his young ‘niece’ (actually a 
photographic subject who was the daughter of a family with whom he vacationed), 
was the use of thought, logic, and human nature to solve life’s challenges.
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The embedded GIF file moves the pieces in the order of the chapters from Through 
the Looking Glass.
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You have choices in life.  Each a stepping stone toward your goal.

Where do you start?

At the end, or at the beginning?
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I propose, the understanding the goal, makes development of the most appropriate 
decision tree much easier.
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Notebooks of Lazarus Long, http://www.angelfire.com/or/sociologyshop/lazlong.html, 
Robert A. Heinlein

Decision Tree Resource Pages

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree

Linda Rising: The Patterns Handbook
https://www.amazon.com/Patterns-Handbook-Techniques-Strategies-
Applications/dp/0521648181?ie=UTF8&*Version*=1&*entries*=0

Decision Tree Learning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Decision_tree_learning

MindTools – Decision Trees
https://www.mindtools.com/dectree.html

Decision Trees _ MBA Bullshit.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a5yWr1hr6QY
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Decision Trees in Finance
http://www.investopedia.com/articles/financial-theory/11/decisions-trees-finance.asp

Introduction to Decision Modeling
www.economicsnetwork.ac.uk/sites/default/.../Introduction%20to%20modelling.pptx

Economics in One Lesson from Fee.org
https://fee.org/resources/economics-in-one-lesson-
2/?gclid=Cj0KEQjwj7q6BRDcxfG4pNTQ2NoBEiQAzUpuW98AnlYGP0OvI4YugedzymZkU
AKFew0cn_WkPYTpUKkaAkTW8P8HAQ

Decision Analysis with Decision Trees with George Ingersoll
https://video.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search;_ylt=A86.JyCcGYBXZ3gALbQnnIlQ?p=Creat
ing+decision+trees&fr=yhs-mozilla-002&fr2=piv-web&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-
002#action=view&id=22&vid=f1ddd4d02ff752b2d89afee83a82abec

George Ingersoll and Bayes’ Theorem:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cUwiuTMb5DM

Udemy.com – George Ingersoll    https://www.udemy.com/user/georgeingersoll/

Stats 6 – Conditional Probability 1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g9kzXfJLzss

Statistics

Polynomial functions
http://cims.nyu.edu/~kiryl/TU/Math%20for%20Business%20and%20Economics/Sectio
n_3.5-Polynomial%20Functions/Polynomial%20Functions.pdf

Total Factor Productivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Total_factor_productivity

Multi-factor productivity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multifactor_productivity

Multi-variate analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Multivariate_analysis

Design of Experiments (many additional references)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Design_of_experiments
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Factor Analysis
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Factor_analysis

Linear Regression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Linear_regression

Multiple Linear Regression
http://www.stat.yale.edu/Courses/1997-98/101/linmult.htm

aka Statistics 501
https://onlinecourses.science.psu.edu/stat501/node/283

Chess game statistics

http://www.chessgames.com/chessstats.html

First Move advantage in chess
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First-move_advantage_in_chess
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